Abstract. Time-Basic Petri nets, is a powerful formalism for modeling real-time systems where time constraints are expressed through time functions of marking's time description associated with transition, representing possible firing times. We introduce a technique for coverability analysis based on the building of a finite graph. This technique further exploits the time anonymous concept [5, 6] , in order to deal with topologically unbounded nets, exploits the concept of a coverage of T A tokens, i.e., a sort of ω anonymous timestamp. Such a coverability analysis technique is able to construct coverability trees/graphs for unbounded TimeBasic Petri net models. The termination of the algorithm is guaranteed as long as, within the input model, tokens growing without limit, can be anonymized. This means that we are able to manage models that do not exhibit Zeno behavior and do not express actions depending on infinite past events. This is actually a reasonable limitation because, generally, real-world examples do not exhibit such a behavior.
Introduction
When analyzing a Petri net, a very common question is whether or not the net is bounded. If it is bounded, the net is theoretically analyzable, and its state space is finite. However the net may be unbounded and classic state space methods generates an infinite number of reachable states from these kind of models. Time Basic (TB) Petri nets [11] , as classic Place/Transition nets, may be topologically unbounded. The unboundedness happens whenever there exists a place in the net, where it is possible to accumulate an infinite number of tokens during its execution. Coverability graph algorithms are able to deal with such a models and allow us to decide several important problems: the boundedness problem (BP), the place-boundedness problem (PBP), the semi-liveness problem (SLP) and the regularity problem (RP) [13, 15] . Anyway, for TB nets, this task is complicated by the time domain. In fact, tokens come along with temporal information and, in general, it is not possible to cluster them into an ω symbol without loosing important information about the system's behavior. However, a technique able to construct a finite symbolic reachability graph (T RG) relying on a sort of time coverage, was recently introduced [5, 6] This technique overcomes the limitations of the existing available analyzers for TB nets, based in turn on a time-bounded inspection of a (possibly infinite) reachability-tree. The time anonymous concept [5, 6] , introduced by such a technique, allow us to overcome the issue of clustering tokens. In fact, time anonymous timestamps do not carry, for definition, any temporal information. Therefore, an infinite number of T A tokens can be clustered together into a T A ω symbol without loss of information. The technique, introduced in the current report, gives us a means to deal with topologically unbounded TB net models, where the unboundedness refers to places having an infinite number of T A tokens. Such a limitation is actually reasonable, in practice. In fact, this restricts the analyzable models to systems which do not exhibit Zeno behavior and do not express actions depending on "infinite" past events. As a simple example, consider the model described in Figure 1 . The behavior of the system is very simple: from the initial state, the transition t 0 must fire in the time interval [T 0, T 0 + 2.0]. Its firing consumes T 0 and produces two new tokens in places P 1 and P 2 , respectively. In this new state, t 1 is the only enabled transition, and its firing brings the system in the initial topological marking. It is worth noting that every time T 0 fires, a new token is placed into P 2 which cannot be consumed by any firing transition. Therefore, the abstraction technique introduced in [5, 6] applied to this example, generates an infinite number of reachable symbolic states because the number of tokens in place P 2 grows without limit. Figure 2 shows a portion of the infinite reachability tree. As we can see, the number of T A tokens in place P 2 grows indefinitely, thus the execution of the software tool Graphgen [5, 6] , on such a input, does not terminate. The current report, introduces an extension of the previous analysis technique able to build the coverability graph of unbounded TB nets, exploiting the concept of T A coverage tokens. Our proposal takes inspiration from the Monotone-Pruning (MP) algorithm introduced in [14] , for P/T nets, and extends it to deal with TB net models, thus supplying a means, also for real-time systems, to solve the above mentioned problems.
Preliminaries
A quasi order ≥ on a set S is a reflexive and transitive relation on S. Given a quasi order ≥ on S, a state s ∈ S and a subset X of S, we write s ≥ X iff there exists an element s ∈ X such that s ≥ s .
Given a finite set of places P , the marking M ( [5, 6] ) on P is a function P → Bag(T S ∪ {T A}) which supplies foreach place, timestamps associated with tokens. The symbolic ω-marking M ω on P is a function P → Bag(T S ∪ {T A, T A ω }). The T A ω symbol represents, in this case, any number of T A symbols (∞ included). Given the set U (P ) = N |P | , an u-markingū, is an element of U (P ) which associates foreach place, the number of non-T A tokens. Given the set V (P ) = (N ∪ {ω}) |P | , an v-markingv, is an element of V (P ) which associates foreach place, the number of T A tokens. Given a symbolic state S, we denote withū(S), andv(S) the u-marking and the v-marking associated with S, respectively.
Given an elementū ∈ U (P ),v ∈ V (P ), and a place p, we denote withū p the number of non-T A tokens in place p, and withv p the number of T A tokens in place p. Since the ω symbol represents an infinite number of T A tokens, the componentv p = ω if and only if T A ω ∈ M ω (p). For instance, if P = {p 1 , p 2 , p 3 , p 4 } and the symbolic ω-marking is {p 1 {T 0, T A}, p 3 {T 0, T 1, T A ω }}, the corresponding u-marking, and v-marking are {1, 0, 2, 0}, and {1, 0, ω, 0}, respectively.
The set V (P ) is equipped with a partial order ≥ naturally extended by letting n < ω, ∀n ∈ N and ω ≥ ω.
In the current report, when referring to symbolic states, we consider an extended version of the definition proposed in [5, 6] , where the marking is represented by the function M ω rather than M .
Definition 2 (state coverage). Given two symbolic states S = M ω , C and S = M ω , C , the u-and v-markings of Sū,v, and the u-and v-markings of S ū ,v , S covers S (S ≥ S ) iffū =ū ∧v ≥v ∧ C ≡ C .
That means that S differs from S only in the number of T A tokens in places. In particular, the number of T A tokens foreach place in S is greater or equal to those ones foreach place in S . Formally, ∀p ∈ P,v p ≥v p . Whenever S ≥ S and v =v we say that S properly covers S , and we denote it with S > S . Definition 3 (Coverability Tree). Given a TB net R = P, T, F , a coverability tree is a tuple T = N, n 0 , E , where N is a set of symbolic states, n 0 ∈ N is the toot state, E ⊆ N × T × N is the set of edges labeled with firing transitions. Where:
having u-markingū and v-markinḡ v, there exists either a reachable state s of R s.t. s ∈ S, or a an infinite sequence of reachable symbolic states in T RG(R), (S n ) n∈N s.t. ∀n, C n ≡ C and ∀n,ū(S n ) =ū and the sequence (v(S n )) n∈N is strictly increasing converging tov.
Given a symbolic state S ∈ N , we denote by Ancestor T (S) the set of ancestors of S in T (S included). If S is not the root of T , we denote by parent T (S) its first ancestor in T . Finally, given two symbolic states S and S such that S ∈ Ancestor T (S ), we denote by path T (S, S ) ∈ E * the sequence of edges leading from S to S in T .
Coverability Tree Algorithm
This section presents the algorithm able to construct coverability trees of TB nets. We call it T BCT (Algorithm 1) and it is inspired by the Monotonic pruning (MP) algorithm introduced in [14] , able to build minimal coverability sets for classic P/T nets. Our proposal involves the acceleration function Acc, first introduced in the Karp and Miller algorithm [13] . However, it is defined and also applied in a slightly different manner, in order to deal with a different modeling formalism. In the current context, the Acc function, actually modifies the symbolic ω-marking M ω of a symbolic state by inserting proper T A ω symbols, accordingly to the following:
Where S S iff there exists σ =path T (S , S), such that σ is feasible from S. Such a condition holds whenever, either:
In this case, all the paths starting from S are feasible from S. 2. C S =⇒ C S and the first component of σ is of type A* [4] . In this case
, therefore not all paths starting from S are feasible from S, but since σ starts from all ordinary states of S , σ is feasible also from S.
For instance, considering the example in Figure 2 , the evaluation of the Acc function on S2 and its ancestors: Acc({S0, S1}, S2), causes the insertion of the T A ω symbol into P 2 because S2 > S0,v(S2) P2 >v(S0) P2 and the path from S0 to S2 is feasible from S2. This way, we recognize that T A tokens into place P 2 can grow without limit.
Algorithm 1 TBCT Algorithm.
Require: A TB net R = P, T, F Ensure:
while W ait = ∅ do 5:
if s ∈ Act then 7:
for t ∈ EnabledT ransitions(s, R) do 8: m = Successor(s, t); 9: n = Acc(AncestorsT (m) ∩ Act, m); 10:
N + = {n}; E+ = { s, t, n }; 11:
if ∃a ∈ Act : a ⊇ n then 12:
if ∃a ∈ Act : a ⊂ n then 13:
Act− = {x : a ∈ AncestorsT (x)}; 14:
end if 15:
if ∃a ∈ Act : a ≥ n then 16:
∧ (y ∈ Act ∨ y ∈ AncestorsT (n))}; 18:
Likewise both the Karp and Miller and the MP Algorithms, the T BCT algorithm builds a coverability tree, but nodes, in the current context, are symbolic states containing symbolic ω-markings and edges are labeled by transitions of the analyzed TB net. Therefore it proceeds by exploring the reachability tree of the net [5, 6] , and accelerating along branches to reach "limit" symbolic ω-markings (containing proper T A ω symbols). In addition, during the exploration, it can prune branches that are covered by nodes on other branches. Therefore, nodes of the tree are partitioned in two subsets: active nodes, and inactive ones. Intuitively, active nodes will form the coverability set of the TB net, while inactive ones are not part of the final coverability set, because they are dominated by other active nodes.
The Algorithm 1 proceeds in the following steps to decide how to change the structure T according to new computed reachable symbolic states:
1. The symbolic state s, popped from W ait should be active (test of Line 6). The update of the set Act, complies with the following rules. Intuitively, nodes (and their descendants) are deactivated if they are included or covered by other nodes. This would lead to deactivate a node x iff it owns an ancestor y dominated by n, i.e. such that either y ⊂ n (Lines 12-13 ) or y ≤ n (15-17). Concerning the latter case, whenever a new node n (obtained from Wait) covers a node y (y ≤ n), then y can be used to deactivate nodes in two ways:
-if y / ∈ Ancestors T (n), then no matter whether y is active or not, all its descendants are deactivated (Figure 3a ).
-if y ∈ Ancestors T (n), then y must be active (y ∈ Act), and in that case all its descendants are deactivated, except node n itself as it is added to Act (Line 18). We require y ∈ Act to avoid useless operations. In fact, descendants of n dominates descendants of y (Figure 3b ).
For example, con sidering the example in Figure 2 , the insertion of S2 accelerated causes the deactivation of both S0 and S1 because of the execution of line 17. In particular, such a situation corresponds to Figure 3b , because S2 ≥ S0 and S0 (active node) belongs to Ancestors T (S2). Figure 4 depicts the coverability tree constructed from the TB net example presented in Figure 1 . Elliptic symbolic states form the final coverability set (active nodes), while the squared ones are symbolic states deactivated during the analysis. As we can see, the T BCT algorithm builds a finite tree structure from an unbounded TB net model. In particular, as shown before, the algorithm is able to identify that the number of T A tokens in place P 2 can grow without limit. As we can see in Figure 4 , edges carry information about their type (either AA, EE, AE or EA [4] ), and about the local minimum-maximum firing time. In the following, given an edge e, we refer to these information with type(e) and time(e), respectively. In particular we refer to the source type with type(e) src and to the target type with type(e) trgt .
It is also possible to construct a coverability graph G rather than a tree. This task, starting from the tree structure T = N, n 0 , E , executes the following steps:
1. All inactive nodes are erased from N . 2. ∀a ∈ Act, ∀ a, t, b ∈ E, if b is inactive, we search for a ∈ Act so that a ⊇ b or a ≥ b, thus we remove a, t, b from E and we insert a, t, a . 3. All covered edges (Definition 4) are removed from E.
Definition 4 (edge coverage). Given a coverability tree T = N, n 0 , E and two edges e = a, t, b , e = a , t , b ∈ E, e covers (≥) e iff:
iii type(e) src ≥ type(e') src ∧ type(e) trgt ≥ type(e') trgt , being A > E Figure 4 . Figure 5 shows the coverability graph resulting from the coverbility tree presented in figure 4 . Such a structure contains only active symbolic states and gives us a more intuitive overview on the system's behavior. For instance, by observing Figure 5 , it's easy to figure out that the system alternates two symbolic states where P 0 and P 1 are marked with a single token, while place P 2 can accumulate T A tokens without limit.
The rest of this section reports some simple examples of unbounded TB net models analyzed by the software tool implementing the T BCT algorithm. All the coverability trees/graphs have been automatically obtained by using GraphViz visualization software [12] on the output generated from the tool-set. The T W notation used into symbolic ω-markings, stands for T A ω .
Example A Figure 6 depicts an unbounded TB net model with two places (P 0, P 1) and two transitions (T 0, T 1). It represents a simple synchronous system, where an operation occurs at each time unit (e.g. production/consumption). Produced units are stored into a infinite buffer. After the first consumption the system stops. Figure 7a shows the coverability tree of A. As we can see, the introduction of S1 causes the deactivation of S0 (S1 ≥ S0). From S1 the system can evolve either into S2 which is inactive (S2 = S1), or S3 which is a final state. Such a behavior is also shown by the coverability graph (Figure 7b ): the system loops into S1, by the firing of T 0 transition, until the firing of T 1 which leads into the final state S3.
Example B This model (Figure 8 ) is analogue to model A, except for an additional arc and a different initial marking. It represents two synchronous tasks, where each task can either produce or consume. An infinite buffer stores produced units. Figure 9a and 9b show its coverability tree and coverability graph, respectively. It is worth noting that the firing of T 0 from S1 produces an additional token into place P 1 and because of the recognition of both tokens of P 1 as T A, the acceleration of S2 recognizes the T A ω into P 1. Therefore, S2 deactivates both S0 and S1. Successors of both S3 and S4 are identified equal to S2.
Example C This model ( Figure 10 ) represents an unbounded TB net with four places (P 0, P 1, P 2, P 3), two strong transitions (T 0, T 2) and a weak transition (T 3). Transition T 0 acts as a sort of timer, in fact, whenever enabled, it must fire in 10 time units from its previous firing time. Figure 11a and 11b show its coverability tree and coverability graph, respectively.
Concerning the current example, it is worth noting that before the introduction of S4, all the symbolic states were active. The acceleration of S4 leads to the recognition of a T A ω into place P 3, and thus the identification of the coverage S4 ≥ S1. This causes the deactivation of both S1 and its descendants S2 and S3. The successors of S4 are S5 and S6. In this case, since S5 ⊂ S6, S5 is deactivated. Finally, S7 is recognized to be equal to S4. 
Related Work
Concerning the reachability analysis of classic P/T nets, Karp and Miller (K&M) introduced an algorithm for computing the minimal coverability set (MCS) [13] . This algorithm builds a finite tree representation of the (potentially infinite) reachability graph of the given P/T net. It uses acceleration techniques to collapse branches of the tree and ensure termination. The K&M Algorithm has been also extended to other classes of well-structured transition systems [8, 9] . Anyway, the K&M Algorithm is not efficient in analyzing real-world examples and it often does not terminate in reasonable time. One reason is that in many cases it will compute several times a same subtree. The MCT algorithm [7] introduces clever optimizations: a new node is added to the tree only if its marking is not smaller than the marking of an existing node. Then, the tree is pruned: each node labelled with a marking that is smaller than the marking of the new node is removed together with all its successors. The idea is that a node that is not added or that is removed from the tree should be covered by the new node or one of its successors. However, the MCT algorithm is flawed [10] : it computes an incomplete forward reachability set (i.e. all the markings reachable from the initial markings). In [10] , the CoverProc algorithm, is proposed for the computation of the MCS of a Petri net. This algorithm follows a different approach and is not based on the K&M Algorithm. In [14] , the MP algorithm is proposed. This algorithm can be viewed as the MCT algorithm with a slightly more aggressive pruning strategy. Experimental results show that the MP algorithm is a strong improvement over both the K&M and the CoverProc algorithms. The T BCT algorithm, introduced in the current report, is somehow inspired by the MP algorithm, and is able to construct coverability graphs of real-time systems modeled with TB nets.
For timed Petri nets (TPNs), although the set of backward reachable states (i.e. all the markings from which a final marking is reachable) is computable [2] , the set of forward reachable states is in general not computable. Therefore any procedure for performing forward reachability analysis on TPNs is incomplete. In [1] , an abstraction of the set of reachable markings of TPNs is proposed. It introduces a symbolic representation for downward closed sets, so called region generators (i.e. the union of an infinite number of regions [3] ). Anyway, the termination of the forward analysis by means of this abstraction is not guaranteed.
In the current report, we addressed unbounded TB nets, which represent a much more expressive formalism for real-time systems than TPNs (interval bounds in TB nets are linear functions of timestamps in the enabling marking, rather than simple numerical constants). Other coverability analysis techniques for such a formalism, have not been proposed yet, as far as we know. 
Conclusion
The current report introduces a coverability analysis technique able to construct a coverability tree/graph for unbounded TB net models. The termination of the T BCT algorithm is guaranteed as long as, within the input model, tokens growing without limit, can be anonymized. This means that we are able to manage models that do not exhibit Zeno behavior and do not express temporal functions depending on "infinite" past events. This is actually a reasonable limitation because, in general, real-world examples do not exhibit such a behavior.
